Instructions for SyncML Pro for iPhone 4/4s with iOS 5.x/6.x and iPhone 5

**Calendar app**
Calendars (top left button)
Edit (top left button)
Add Calendar…2
Create calendar for Oracle Calendar syncing (eg, “ISC_SCHED”)

**SyncML Pro app**
Preferences (top left button)
SyncML Settings
Automatically sync = OFF
Add new account
  Account Name = ISCSCHED
  Sync this account in autosync and global sync = ON

Server Settings
Server
  URL = https://uxd.isc.ucsb.edu:5555/ocst-bin/ocas.fcgi
  Bonjour = leave as is
  SyncML version = SyncML DS 1.2/OMA DS 1.2
Server Login
  User = UCSBnetID
  Password = UCSBnetID password
  Ignore SSL errors = OFF
  Use Proxy = OFF
  Use HTTP Authentication = OFF

Diagnosis and Compatibility
  Log next sync = OFF
  Legacy mode = ON

iOS Calendar
  Enabled for Sync = ON
  Sync Mode = Normal Sync (first time = Slow Sync)
  Server Path = ./Calendar/Events
Date Range Limits
  Limit = ON
  Past days = 30 (suggested)
  Future days = 90 or 180 (suggested)
Calendars to include in sync
  All local calendars = OFF
  *Included calendars = calendar created for Oracle Calendar syncing (eg, “ISC_SCHED”)
Where to store new entries
  Allow creating new calendars from server categories in = No – no new calendars
  *Store new entries in = calendar created for Oracle Calendar syncing (eg, “ISC_SCHED”)

  *If calendar not available, go to iPhone “settings”, select “Privacy”, select “Calendars”,
set “SyncML Pro” to ON